The structure of a stationary Gaussian process near a local maximum with a prescribed height u has been explored in several papers by the present author, see [5]--[7], which include results for moderate u as well as for u--->-4-~. In this paper we generalize these results to a homogeneous Gaussian field {~(t), t E R~}, with mean zero and the eovariance function r(t). The local structure of a Gaussian field near a high maximum has also been studied by Nosko, [8] , [9] , who obtains results of a slightly different type.
General results

Some definitions
Let {~(t), t C R"} be a separable, homogeneous Gaussian field with n-dimensional parameter, with mean zero and with the eovarianee function r (r(0) = 1). Define, for k = (kl,..., k~), K = ~ k~, the spectral moments ~r(t) [ 4, = (-1) ~,'' 0t~x... ~t:-!t:o (K even).
If r has continuous partial derivatives of every order K ~ 4, and if furthermore, for every k with K= l
O%(t) lk
~M--~t~n--=0(Itl) as t-->0, (1.1) vv t . . . vv n then ~(t) has, with probability one, sample functions with continuous first t and second order partial derivatives. Thus we can define ~i(t) = O~(t)/Otr ~"'t"
" " q(J= 02~(t)/Ot~Otj, and ~q(t)= ~}~(t) for all t holds almost surely. This can be shown from the one-dimensionM analogues, (see the book by Cram6r and Leadbetter [3] , Ch. 4), combined with a result by Winkler on continuity of Gaussian fields [10] . Now arrange the eolunm vectors (1.4)
The structure near maximum
We want to consider a ~)conditional process>> ~,(t) ~ ~(t)[~ has a local maximum with height u at 0.
Since the probability of the conditioning event has probability zero we have to approximate it by the ~)horizontal window>> event A(h, h'): ~ has a local maximum with height in (u, u -}-h) at some point s in the sphere Is1 _< h'.
Let T:(tl,...,t ~) be m different points in R n, and let x=(x 1 .... ,xm)' be a matrix of real numbers. Then we can compute the conditional probability that ~(t ~) <x i, i----1,...,m]A(h,h'), after which we can let h, h'-*0. Under the assumption (1.1) the stream of local maxima with heights in (u, u ~-h) is regular (eL B~lyaev, [2] , Theorem 4), and
where _N'T(u, h) ~ the number of local maxima s with Is] _< T with heights in (u, u ~-h), while NT(x, u,h) ~ the number of those maxima s for which
If furthermore the process is ergodie, which is the case if r(t) -+ 0 as It[ --> oo, then the right hand side in (1.5) is the (a.s.) limit of NT(X, u, h)/NT(U, h) as T-* oo, (eL Nosko [8] ). This means that it has a natural frequency interpretation as the distribution of the ~-values at points s ~ -[-t ~ where the points s ~ are the locations of local maxima. Thus we have motivated the use of (1.5), or equivalently its limit as h -+ 0, as a conditional distribution. It remains to express the expectations in (1.5) in closed form. This can be done by generalizing the formulas for the expected number of local maxima given by Belyaev [2] . 1 < i ~ n)', z0 ----(zii, 1 _< i < j < n)', and z = (za, z0) 9 Also let Z ----(zij) be the symmetric matrix formed by the elements in Zd and z0. In the sequel we will often exploit the convention that if a capital letter denotes a symmetric matrix, then the corresponding small letter denotes the column matrix formed of its n(n -[-1)/2 different elements.
Define the following probability densities and conditional probability densities p~(u, v, z, x) for 2(0), 2'(0), 2"(0), 2(t 1) .... ,2(t~),
where Z -< 0 means that the matrix Z is negative definite. By letting h-+ 0 we finally get the following fundamental theorem. 
In the rest of this section we will simplify (1.6) to a form which gives considerable insight in the structure of 2 near a maximum. To begin with write
[ 0 otherwise.
Then (1.6) can be replaced with
s)
Up to now we have made limited use of the normality of ~. L~t us now use it in full to derive the conditional densities in (1.7) and (1.8). L~t I S~(t) = (--ri(t), 1 < i < n)', (1.9) t/ /f S2(t) = (r~(t), 1 < i < n; rq(t), 1 <_ i < j ~n)'. where k s is the normalizing constant. Note that the assumptions made about the non-singularity of ~(t), ~'(t), ~"(t) guarantee the non-singularity of every interesting matrix.
We finally can conclude that (1.8) is the density for a process ~,(t) defined in the following theorem. THEOlCEM 1.2. Given a local maximum with height u at 0 the conditional process ~(t) has the same finite-dimensional distributions as the process {~(t), t C R ~} defined as follows:
where A is a non-homogeneous, zero-mean, Gaussian field with the covariance function C, and ~ is an n(n + 1)/2-variate random variable, independent of A and with the density q~.
2, Asymptotic properties as u-+-
For large negative u the maximum of ~ at 0 will exert a strong influence over ~(t) for small t. Actually, the normalized process
has asymptotically the same distributions as a certain fourth degree polynomial
In /'(t) the first sum contains non-stochastic, fourth order terms in t~ .... , t,, To show the alleged convergence we need the asymptotic distribution of IuI~, and the behaviour of A, b, and C for small arguments. We then need to impose the further assumption that r is six times continuously differentiable and that, for ~/c~--6,
This is only what can be expected from the one-dimensional case in which the sixth derivative of r plays an important role, see [5, Theorem 4, 5] . 
The proofs of these two lemmas are rather lengthy and are given after the following main result, concerning the convergence of ~*. 
IPemark.
The function space method used by Lindgren [6] works also in the multidimensional case. Then Theorem 2.1 can be extended to include almost sure convergence and not only convergence in law.
Proof of lemma 2.1. From (1.12) and S~'0 = S02 we get, with N = n(n + 1)/2, @=(z) = lul-Nq=(lul-lz) = lul-N-~k: 1 det Z"
where k~ is a new normalizing constant. As u --> --m then k~q,(z) is dominated by and tends pointwise to
As is shown below, this function is integrable, and therefore the dominated convergence theorem implies But So2S~'z = E(~(0) [ ~'(0) : 0, ~"(0) = z) and thus, if Z >-0, we are dealing with the expected value of the process at a point where a local minimum with a certain second order derivative occurs. Since the process is zero on the average, and we expect it not to be more at local minima, (2.8) seems reasonable. However, we have not been able to find a proof, unless the process is isotropic, but it is conjectured that (2.8) is true for general processes. If ~ is isotropic then (1.3) and (1.4) give Proof of lemma 2.2. We concentrate upon the rest term and the terms of order six in C(s, t). Similar, but simpler, versions of the m~thods will give the lower order terms (which all vanish) as well as A and b.
(
~20 , lZ?call the definitions of $11, Sl(t ), S2(t ) from (1.2) and (1.9) and let S= S02 Se~ T=S -1, V----Sn 1. The rows and columns in T (exc3pt for the first one) will b~ identified by a double index (ij); e.g. the third row in T will be called row (2, 2) , since the leading element in the third row in S (the second element in Seo ) is --~22-The first rove and column will be numbered 0. Then C(s, t) contains six groups of terms. By (1.10) (~,v, ) 
where the unspecified rest terms H~** are 0([t [5) . Introducing these expansions into C(s, t) we will see that the unspecified rest terms sum up to a total rest term of order 0(max (Is], ]tl)7). Obviously this is true for I1, /2, and 16. In /3,/4, 15 however, there will seemingly appear terms of order 0(max ( 
General results
In the same way as a very low maximum conferred a nearly deterministic behaviour to the process, a very high maximum will exert a strong influence over qhe process over a wide range. As in the one-dimensional case (see [7] ) we prefer to rewrite the conditional process ~ in Theorem 1.2 in a form better adapted for the present purpose:
where W = ~= + uS20. Note that relation (1.10) implies that r(t) : A(t) + S~0b(t) so that the new form of ~ is equivalent with the old one.
Before we can present the analysis of ~(t) for large u we need some definitions. Let D denote the differential operator 
Oti
Define the random functions
~=(t) = ~'ub(t) --A(t) (3.1) v(t) = ~'b(t) --A(t),
and the n-variate random functions
where ~?~ is the random vector just defined, while ~ is a new n(n + 1)/2-variate random variable, which is independent of the process A and has a normal distribution N(0, $2.0), i.e. has mean zero and the covarianee matrix S~.0, defined by (1.11).
Our interest thus concentrates upon the zeros of uDr(t) --z=(t) and the value of ur(t)-~(t) at such a zero. 
P(D$~(t) ~-0 for some t C I, t # 0)---~ 0.
The lemma implies especially that the probability of at least one local minimum in I tends to zero.
Proof. We prove the lemma in two steps. is a finite (a.s) random variable. Thus the supremum in the right hand probability in (3.4) is finite (a.s) which gives that the probability itself tends to zero as u goes to infinity. b) Now take an e such that the proof of part a) goes through, and let inf ][Dr(t)H = My > 0.
ter~ As before
P(D~u(t) --0 for some t C It) <_ P(inf LID~=(t)LI = o) < P(sup lIz,(t)l[ >_ uM'~). tEr~ tE~
Since I t is bounded and the process z.(t) is continuous (a.s.) the right hand probability above tends to zero as u tends to infinity. This implies that there are no stationary points in I~. []
The non-isotropic pitfall case
We have seen that the equation D~(t) = 0 has possible solutions only near stationary points of r. Even then, the behaviour of the solutions depends greatly on' the character of the stationary point. The ~>pitfMb> ease is most simply defined as follows: P: r has a strict local minimum at t o (t o, . . 0 ,.
= ., t,), the matrix _R t --(O~r(t)/O@tj) is positive definite for t near t~ as t-+t o r(t) = r(t ~ + 89 (t~ --t~) r(t ~ + o([t --t~ ar(t) (~ ~) ar(t ~ ) Ot~ = (t~ --t o ) ~ --Ot~-~ ~ --t~ 0~r(t) 02r(t ~ + o(1).
~t~as Ot~Ot/
The first two expansions can be written
r(t) : r(t ~ ~-~(t --t~ --t ~ @ o(It --t~ ,
Dr(t) = _R,0(t --t ~ ~-o([t --t~ ~EocR LIND GREN
The ~>degenerate~) case when /t to is not definite or possibly vanishes will be dealt with later on. Write S(t, e) -----{s E Rn; Is --tl ~ s} for the sphere around t with radius e, and let S(e) = S(t ~ e). Then, the condition P implies that there is an e ~ > 0 such that r has no stationary points in S(e ~ except t ~ Theorem 3.1 below states that for any e, 0 < s < ~o, with a probability tending to one, ~, has exactly one local minimum in S(e). If so, let z~ be the location of that minimum; otherwise let z~ = t ~ Then ~,(z") essentially denotes the value of the process at the minimum. Theorem 3.1 also expresses the asymptotic properties of T ~ and ~,(v~) in terms of the random variables ~(~-F(t~ and g(~ g(t~ defined in Section 3.1.
Obviously (F, Z) is (n-~ 1)-variate normal and it has mean zero and the eovarianee matrix
To show this we compute
Coy (~f, Z,) = b(t~ at--T + at----~ '
ab(tO) ' ab(t ~ a2C(s, t) ~=t=t." 
then, for any
The theorem simply says that r -+ f~ t o and that u(f --t p) and ~=(z") --ur(t ~ are asymptotically normal, independent, and have the covariance matrix and variance _R~;~SnR~ 1 --S~ 1 and 1 --r2(t ~ respectively.
Proof. Even if part a) formally follows from part b) we have to give it an independent proof, a) Our concern is the number and locations of the zeros of the mapping t ~ u-lD~(t) = Dr(t) --u-lx=(t), where Z, is defined by (3.2) . It is therefore natural to look only at such outcomes for which x,(t) is in a certain sense bounded. Let therefore ~ > 0 and M s be given constants, and define, for each u, the event iY~(= N~,) so that, for each outcome in N~ it holds 
t E S(d) j
By Lemma 3.1 and the continuity of b(t) and A(t) and their first and second order partial derivatives we conclude that we can take M~ so large that, regardless of u, P(N~) ~ 1 --~. Since d is arbitrary, the assertion is proved if we can show that ~,(t) has exactly one local minimum for all outcomes in N~. In the sequel we therefore restrict our attention to such outcomes, even if that is not explicitly mentioned.
We now prove part a) by showing that the range _Ra = {u-IDea(t); t E S(s)} contains a sphere S(0, d)= {x E I1"; Ix[ ~ d}, which especially implies that u-lD~=(t) = 0 for at least one t in S(s). It will also follow that there is actually only one such t, and that it represents a local minimum. We first notice that condition P implies that inf ]Dr(t)l = d~ > 0. Thus ~=(t) has at least one stationary point in S(e).
That any stationary point in fact is a local minimum follows immediately from what was said above about the matrix J(t).
To finish the proof of part a) we still have to show the uniqueness of the minimum. This follows however from the )>almost linearity)> of the mapping. Since R t is continuous it follows that J(t) can be made uniformly close, not only to Rt, but also to Rt0 by choosing u large. (This might involve choosing a smaller s than the original one, but by Lemma 3.2, this is not a crucial point.) Since ~t0 is nonsingular, this implies that u-lD~(t) cannot map two different point in S(s) on one and the same point in S (0, d j2) . @_~
It is now a simple task to prove part b). Since part a) implies that T ~ t o
we can expand ~(,~) and u-lD~(z ~) in Taylor series for large u:
where we have written %(1) for any random variable that tends to zero in probability. Then (3.9)implies that u(~ ~ t ~ -1 0 ~__~ -1
Rto Z,
--~-, R~o z=(t ) which is
1V(O, R~SnR3 ~ --SS~).
It also gives that u]~= --t~ 2 is %(1), and therefore (3.8) implies that ~=(~=) --ur(t ~ ~ --~v~(t ~ -+ --~, which is N(O, 1 --r2(t~ Thus far the minimum of r at t o has been non-degenerate: the matrix Rto has oeen positive definite. Let us now assume that /~t0 = 0 so that the minimum is of higher order than two. Then the mapping Dr is no longer )>approximately linear>> at t o , and the arguments used in Theorem 3.1 break down. To remedy this we make a transformation of the region near t o as is indicated in the following conditions on r:
P': r has a strict local minimum at t ~
(t o ,...,t~
there is a k> 1 such that, as t - 
Ot, Otj Proof. a) In Theorem 3.1 the almost linearity of the function D~(h)--~ u-lD~(t ~ + h) for h near 0 enabled us to draw simple conclusions about its zeros. Now we rather study the function
Then there is a one-one correspondence between the zeros of D$ and the zeros of D~ near t ~ and the probability that D~(h) -----0 for exactly one h E S(0, e} tends to one for any e > 0 if and only if the same is true for D~(h). We first show that D~ is essentially linear. Let J+(t) denote the matrix (3q~(t)/Oti) of partial derivatives of any mapping 4, 1t n ~ R ~. Then, condition P' implies that JD~4(h) = I + o(1) as h-->0.
(3.12)
The relation is easily extended to allow h : 0, and thus D#(h) is almost linear for small h. We also have Dr~(h) = h + o(Ih]).
Unfortunately the transformation of h will render the function u-lz$(h) u-lg,(t ~ + r a highly non-linear behaviour for small h. This obstacle can be avoided by removing a small region near 0 in the following way. Take a real number fl, 0 < fl < ~/(1 --cr (~ = 1/(2k --1)), and consider as before only outcomes in the event N~, so that (3.7) is satisfied. Then D~(h) will have no zeros in [hL_<u -1-~ as will now be shown. It holds, for some K~>0, i= 1,2,... Still with some unspecified K > 0 (depending on Me) we thus get, for u -1-~ __< ]hi ~ s,
Since ~ -]-aft --fi ~ 0 this bound tends to zero. Finally we can combine (3.12), (3.15), and (3.17) and conclude that, for outcomes in N'~, the matrix
is uniformly near the unity matrix I in the region defined by u -1-~ ~_ Ihl <_ e, (at least for small ~), and thus that D~ is almost linear there for all large u.
We can now proceed as in Theorem 3.1: Take then r can have no strict local minimum. This, of course, does not rule out the possibility that ~= has strict local minima, but the locations of these are less precisely determined than in the pitfall case. E.g. if r, has a (strict) local minimum at t 0, then r has (non-strict) minima for all t with ltl = t ~ and the only thing we can say about ~ is that it will have (strict) local minima concentrated near the surface ttl =to.
The following account will, at least implicitly, give some idea of the asymptotic spacing of these minima.
Let r, fulfill the following ~)ditcb) condition. D: r, has a strict local minimum at to, and there is an integer /~ such that r, is 2/c times continuously differentiable near to; Now, let the process ~'~(0) attain its first minimum along the direction 0 at t -~ 3~(0). By varying 0 we obtain a random field {3~(0), 0 E R ~, [01 = 1} defined over the unit sphere, and our main object is now to express the asymptotic distributions of this field in terms of those of the field {a~ 0 E R ", [0] ~-1}, and similarly for the values of ~t~(O) at t = 3~(0). Proof. a) We need simply to notice that for all small s > 0
P (sup sup t_: d~'=(O) d~+~(O) )
- This will give the results as far as 3~ (0) is concerned, and the rest of the theorem is straightforward as in the one-dimensional case.
We conclude this section with the remark that {W~ a~ O E R", IOl = 1} is a bivariate homogeneous Gaussian field with mean zero and with a covariance 
